
Worship Design Task Force 
Meeting #5 

November 19, 2018 
6:30 pm 

 
…Jesus comes to ME on the way to SOMEONE ELSE… 

 
REACH Summit Recap: Reflections and Direction 
Lots of interesting ideas; good to be exposed to new things; inspired to shift but know we will 
need to draw lines in the sand. Various perspectives regarding worship we experienced 
 
Demographic Paragraph Input: God changes us through the Mission Field 
Minimal changes but overall feeling good. Names are feeling gender-neutral and diverse 
enough for our target 
 
Building Bridges: Part 2 Discussion 
---Seating issues—addressing CRITICAL MASS: Close the balcony soon—perhaps the first of 
the year; play “musical worship seats” **Facilities team and “pew” arrangement 
--Guest Language vs. Visitor: need to shift to “I” language instead of “we” 
---Ushers (dress code) 
--Overall dress code (including Choir robes) 
 
HOT QUESTIONS: 

1. How do we address all of these changes with the congregation? Do we address them 
in a service? Need something beyond just the Town Hall meetings.  

2. How much do we shift our current service before building our new one? How far do 
we change it? 

3. What is Nardin Park worth to the congregation? A pew seat? A balcony? Their music 
preference? Fancy Usher appearance? 

4. We are feeling a need to be able to communicate with some of the other Task Force 
Teams—hospitality and facilities. Perhaps there needs to be an opportunity to have 
task forces meet to keep each other in the loop?  

 
Service Visits 
 Birmingham Shine Service (Berkley Campus Thursdays at 6:00pm) Revisit this 
 
 Open Door at Rochester St. Paul’s (11:00 on Sunday) January 27 
 
 Orchard UMC (9:00 service) on Feb 24 
 
There is a desire to potentially visit additional churches; the desire to see some outside of 
Methodist was discussed. However, we addressed that there needs to be some consistency in 
how we go so that we can have unified conversation about what we experience. 
 



Faith Stories Ann and George next time 
 
 
 
 
Next Meeting: Monday December 10 @ 6:30 (Jon Reynolds will join us!) 
 
Upcoming Important Dates:  
Saturday, January 12:  
 1:00ish Community Exegesis  
 2:30-5:00pm: Larger group gathering 
Sunday, January 13: 
 Cathy visits our Sunday service with follow-up IMMEDIATELY following service 
 
 


